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"The advantage of the object-oriented paradigm is
that it neatly combines the strengths of the data-
centered and the behavior-centered approaches.
It is great for modeling information and it is great for
modeling behavior.”

Working with Objects:

The OOram Software Engineering Method, 1996 
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”The […] system consists of a very large number of
objects, and the object interaction processes […] will be
very complex.”
“The OOram method tells us to isolate an
area of concern and to create a role model for it.”

Working with Objects:

The OOram Software Engineering Method, 1996 
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Historical Point of View Towards Today
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object Demo extends Compartment {
case class Robot(name: String)

case class Service() {
def move(): Unit = {

val name: String = +this name()
val target: String = +this getTarget()
val sensorValue: Int = +this readSensor()
val actor: String = +this getActor()
// ... 

}
}

case class Navigation() { def getTarget: String = “kitchen”}
case class Observer() { def readSensor: Int = 100 }
case class Vehicle() { def getActor: String  = “wheels” }

val robot = Robot(“Pete”) play Service() play Navigation()
play Observer() play Vehicle()

robot move()
}
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implicit val dispatchDescription =

// Filter selecting the starting node:
From( _.isInstanceOf[Robot] ).

// Filter selecting the end node:
To( anything ).

// Filter to specify which nodes to keep:
Through( anything ).

// Filter to specify which nodes to skip:
Bypassing( _ match {

// E.g., always skipping instances of Service:
case Service() => true
// but keeping instances of Navigation:
case Navigation(timeOfDay)

if timeOfDay == morning => false

})
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1st

COHORT

TB3

• Adaptation via the specification of 
context-specific behavior in 
separate role types

• Declarative and parameterizable
dispatch as first-class citizen for 
roles in structured contexts at 
runtime

• Intertangling of business and 
adaptation logic

• Dispatch not available as first-
class citizen

• Business and adaptation logic 
separated using inheritance, 
polymorphism, and delegation / 
forwarding

• Dispatch still not available as first-
class citizen

Embedded Method-Call-Interception 
Domain-Specific Language with statically
typed host language (Scala), no changes 
in its syntax, no additional tooling [2, 3, 4]
Evaluation

• Support for 22 out of 26 role features 
from [1]

• Support for 13 out of 14 requirements
• Support for 21 out of 28 runtime-

specific role features
• Extensive performance benchmarking
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1959 COBOL

mid 1960s Simula 67
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Deshpande, Amit, and Dirk Riehle. "The total growth of open source." IFIP International 
Conference on Open Source Systems. Springer, Boston, MA, 2008.
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Role-based? What is a Role?

[http://mindset.com.au/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Role-Clarity-cartoon.jpg]
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Role-based? What is a Role?

p1:Paramedic

name = Alice

closeDoor()
driveVehicle()

assigned to assigned to

Who will
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Role Object Pattern

Paramedic

ParamedicCore ParamedicRoles

DoorCloser

Driver

roles

core

ClientA

ClientB

Dirk Bäumer et. al. (1997) “The Role Object Pattern”, PLoP ‘97 Conference 

Basic Behavior

Role specific 
Behavior

EmergencyVehicle

Vehicle
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Two Kinds of Context

Context

• Environment inferable from sensor data
• Example: cold and snowy day in London

• Has no identity
• Has no intrinsic behavior
• Indefinite lifetime

Compartment

• Constructed entity containing other entities
• Example: first class train car

• Instances carry identity
• Has behavior and state
• Defined lifetime 
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The SCROLL Approach

SCROLL

Embedded
Host language Scala
No additional tooling

Method-Call Interception
Compiler-supported rewrites

Domain Specific Language
Easy to use and adapt

Meta-Object Protocol
Role-related semantics

Dispatch in a layered approach
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SCROLL Layers

MOP Layer

Configuration Layer

Usage Layer

Specification Layer

Robot

Autonomous

Role

<<implicit>>

Player

Scala Class

Scala Trait

SCROLLDispatch SCROLLDynamic

Compartment

Collaborative

DispatchQuery

RoleGraph

Relationships

RoleGroups

RoleRestrictions

RoleConstraints

Utils

QueryStrategies

wrapped into

RolePlayingAutomaton

Instances of

configured via concrete instances

is a

is a

is a

Usage Layer

Instantiation and use of role-playing objects

Configuration Layer

Compartment and all utility traits configurable via 
concrete instances or subclassing

Metaobject Protocol Layer

Contains the implementation of metaclasses and 
utility traits

Specification Layer

Contains the specification for the dispatch
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Implementation Pattern

Implicit Conversions Compiler Rewrites Definition Table
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Implicit Conversions

Implicit Conversions
Problem:
Splitting a logical object into physical objects normally 
leads to object schizophrenia. 

Goal:
Transparently being able to access the different 
physical objects that constitute a logical object from 
outside.

Solution:
Automatic boxing with Implicits.
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Boxing with Implicits

implicit class Player[T](val wrapped : T) {

def unary_+ : Player[T] = this

def play( role : Any ) : Player[T] = …

override def equals( o : Any ) = … 

}
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4
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new Compartment {

val robot = Robot( “Pete” )

play Service() play Navigation()

…

}
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4

5

Navigation

Service

Robot

Definition Usage Structure

new Compartment {

val robot : Player[ Robot ] =

new Player[ Robot ]( new Robot( “Pete” ) )

.play( new Service() )

.play( new Navigation() )

… }
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3

4

5

6
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Implementation Pattern

Implicit Conversions Compiler Rewrites Definition Table
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Compiler Rewrites

Compiler Rewrites

role call
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Problem:
Accessing structure or behavior not defined in an 
objects type is not possible with traditional OOP.

Goal:
All structure and behavior aggregated in the 
compound object becomes available.

Solution:
Compiler-supported rewrites.
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Compiler Rewrites
3 The Embedded DSL SCROLL

B
a
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Implicit Conversions Compiler Rewrites Definition Table

Figure 3.2: Required basics for the implementation of a DSL for roles in structured contexts at
runtime.

foo.method("param")  foo.applyDynamic("method")("param")

foo.method(x = "param")  foo.applyDynamicNamed("method")(("x", "param"))

foo.method(x = 1, 2)  foo.applyDynamicNamed("method")(("x", 1), ("", 2))

foo.field  foo.selectDynamic("field")

foo.varia = 10  foo.updateDynamic("varia")(10)

foo.arr(10) = 13  foo.selectDynamic("arr").update(10, 13)

foo.arr(10)  foo.applyDynamic("arr")(10)

Listing 3.1: Compiler rewrite rules from the Dynamic trait [10].

not natively available at the core object. This can be seen as a compiler-supported variant of
method-call interception [33].

Implicit conversions For aggregating the compound object from the core and its roles, and for
exposing the SCROLL MOP API, implicit conversions are needed. An implicit conversion

from type S to type T is defined by an implicit value which has the function type S => T, or
by an implicit method convertible to a value of that type. Implicit conversions are applied in
two situations: i) If an expression e is of type S, and S does not conform to the expression’s
expected type T, and ii) in a selection e.m with e of type S, if the selector m does not denote
a member of S. In the first case, a conversion c is searched for which is applicable to e and
whose result type conforms to T. In the second case, a conversion c is searched for which is
applicable to e and whose result contains a member named m.

Definition table for the plays relationship The relationships between each individual core ob-
ject and its roles need to be stored. A definition table holds all kinds of program components,
whose attributes are created by declaration: types, variables, methods, functions, and pa-
rameters [51]. In SCROLL, a definition table for roles is implemented with a graph-based
data structure, but it may be implemented with tables, maps, or lists as well.

If one is able to find or emulate these three techniques in the desired host language, it is easy
to provide an alternative implementation of SCROLL. In the following, these basic concepts are
explained in more detail.

3.1.1 THE DYNAMIC TRAIT WITH COMPILER REWRITE RULES

Behavior and state of roles that is not natively available in the core object needs to be addressed
somehow. Scala’s Dynamic trait can be used to implement that behavior [11]. To get invoked, the
proper role has to be identified and selected. To do so, calls to role-specific functionality that would
normally fail during type checking phase, are rewritten by the compiler according to the rules
shown in Listing 3.1. This transformation is type-unsafe, because the actual set of roles as dynamic
extensions that are bound to the core object, is not statically known. Hence, static type-safety is
not available. SCROLL hooks into those rewritten calls and triggers the actual invocation of the
appropriate roles, as well as the error handling. It refrains from using runtime exceptions or similar
exception-based error handling in case of not being able to find the functionality the developer

16

Navigation

Service

RobotRobot

role call

Rewrite Rules
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Dynamic SCROLL Dispatch
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• Filter using Dispatch Query rules
• Collect first resulting role
• If it implements the method
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Figure 3.2: Required basics for the implementation of a DSL for roles in structured contexts at
runtime.
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Behavior and state of roles that is not natively available in the core object needs to be addressed
somehow. Scala’s Dynamic trait can be used to implement that behavior [11]. To get invoked, the
proper role has to be identified and selected. To do so, calls to role-specific functionality that would
normally fail during type checking phase, are rewritten by the compiler according to the rules
shown in Listing 3.1. This transformation is type-unsafe, because the actual set of roles as dynamic
extensions that are bound to the core object, is not statically known. Hence, static type-safety is
not available. SCROLL hooks into those rewritten calls and triggers the actual invocation of the
appropriate roles, as well as the error handling. It refrains from using runtime exceptions or similar
exception-based error handling in case of not being able to find the functionality the developer

16

override def applyDynamic[ E ]( name : String ) ( args : Any* )

( implicit dispatchQuery : DispatchQuery = DispatchQuery.empty ) : 

Either[ SCROLLError, E ] = {

val core = coreFor( wrapped ).last

dispatchQuery.filter( plays.roles( core ) ).collectFirst {

case r if ReflectiveHelper.findMethod( r, name, args ).isDefined => 

( r, ReflectiveHelper.findMethod( r, name, args ).get )

} match {

case Some( ( r, fm ) ) => dispatch( r, fm, args: _* )

case _ => Left( RoleNotFound( core.toString, name, args ) )

}

}
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4-Dimensional Dispatch for Roles at RuntimeChapter 4. Foundations of Dispatch

ObjectTeams/Java SCROLL

SA

SB

OA

OB

R1

R2

R3

TA

TB

m1

m1: * : * : *

m1: * : R2 : TB

m1: SB : R3 : TB

SA

SB

OA

OB

R1

R2

R3

CompA

CompB

m1

m1: * : * : *

m1: * : R2 : CompB

m1: SB : filter ( R* ) : CompBR4

Figure 4.2.: Multi-dimensional Dispatch with OT/J and SCROLL in comparison (with
methods mn , sender Sn , teams Tn , compartments Compn , and objects On

with roles Rn).

One-dimensional dispatch Classical C-style procedural programming only offers the
static binding of a function with a name. Calls are directly mapped to the corre-
sponding implementations. Calling a method m leaves no choice but the invocation
of its only implementation of method m.

Two-dimensional dispatch With object-oriented programming, the second dimension
was added. In addition to resolving the method name, the receiver of the call is
taken into consideration when looking up that method.

Three-dimensional dispatch For instance, subjective programming [Smith and Ungar,
1996] extends the object-oriented method dispatch by yet another dimension.
With that, the targeted method is not only selected in dependence of its name and
receiver, but also in dependence of the sender.

Four-dimensional dispatch As part of this thesis, the fourth layer is put on top of
the dispatching concepts, inspired by subjective and context-oriented program-
ming [Hirschfeld et al., 2008]. Now also the context of the actual message send,
hence the overall system’s context, is taken into account (see Fig. 4.1). Based on
that information, methods or their partial definitions are selected or excluded
from the message dispatch. This finally enables the context-dependent behavioral
adaptation and variation needed for role-based programming.

To provide a more fine-grained dispatch, role-oriented programming languages, such
as, OT/J, encapsulate the fourth dimension within contexts implemented as first-class
citizens (e.g., in OT/J these contexts are called Teams). With that, the actual method
dispatch is configurable at compile-time for a predefined set of role types (see Fig. 4.2
left side). SCROLL builds conceptually on-top of that. It allows for the dynamic attach-
ment of arbitrary many roles at runtime, still encapsulated in first-class contexts, called
compartments, as already introduced (see Sect. 3). Now, the method dispatch can be
re-configured at runtime via filtering the set of all attached roles steered by user-defined
functions (see Fig. 4.1 right side). This is explained in more detail in Sect. 9.3.

In sum, the dispatch mechanism provided by SCROLL is declarative (and structurally
attached to context specifications incorporated as first-class citizens), and can be param-
eterized via user-defined filter and sorting functions. This allows for four-dimensional
dispatch within structured contexts. Instead of only associating the behavior called with
a name (first dimension), the receiver context (second dimension), the sender context
(third dimension), and the overall system context (fourth dimension, but now structured)
are taken into account, while being re-configurable at runtime.
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mn … Method name
Sn ... Sender Type
On … Player Type
Rn ... Role Type
Compn ... Compartment Type

1st Dimension

2nd Dimension

3rd Dimension

4th Dimension
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Implementation Pattern

Implicit Conversions Compiler RewritesCompiler Rewrites Definition Table
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Definition Table

Definition Table
Problem 1:
The core object of a role can also be a role.

Problem 2:
Different roles can have the same signature leading to 
ambiguity.

Goal:
Store and traverse role playing relations between 
objects with an adaptable dispatching semantics.

Solution:
Graph-Traversal and programmable Dispatch Filters.

MOP Layer

Configuration Layer

Usage Layer

Specification Layer

Robot

Autonomous

Role

<<implicit>>

Player

Scala Class

Scala Trait

SCROLLDispatch SCROLLDynamic

Compartment

Collaborative

DispatchQuery

RoleGraph

Relationships

RoleGroups

RoleRestrictions

RoleConstraints

Utils

QueryStrategies

wrapped into

RolePlayingAutomaton

Instances of

configured via concrete instances

is a

is a

is a
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Role-Play Graph

Role-play graph is a 4-tuple (V, E, Lab, Lsum) with

• V : set of objects (core + roles)

• E : set of edges representing relationship

• Lsum : set of type names for all V

• Lab : V à Lsum : assigns each object its type

Example

• V := { o, a, b, c }
• E := { ( o, a ), ( a, b ), ( o, c ) }
• Lsum := { Player, Role }
• Lab := { o à Player, a à Role, b à Role, c à Role }
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Graph Traversals and Parameterizable Filters

Basics:
f: D ⟶ R Functions signature for function f with domain D and range R
f (a1, a2, …) Function application with arguments a1, a2, etc.
∘ Path composition
#$(A) Power multiset of A, infinite set of all subsets of multisets of A

Traversals:
ℰ&'(: #$(V) ⟶ #$(E) Yield all outgoing edges of a multiset of vertices
ℰ)*: #$(V) ⟶ #$(E) Yield all incoming edges of a multiset of vertices
+&'(: #$(E) ⟶ #$(V) Traverse the outgoing (i.e., sink) vertices of the edges
+)*: #$(E) ⟶ #$(V) Traverse the incoming (i.e., source) vertices of the edges
,: #$(V ∪ E) × R ⟶ #$(S) Get the element property values for key r ∈ R

Filters:
ℰlab±5 : #$(E) ×6 ⟶ #$(E) Allow (+) or filter (-) edges with the label 7 ∈ 6
,8±: #$(V ∪ E) × R × S ⟶ #$(V ∪ E) Allow (+) or filter (-) elements with the property s ∈ S for key r ∈ R

Marko A. Rodriguez and Peter Neubauer. The Graph Traversal Pattern. arXiv preprint arXiv:1004.1001, 2010
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Graph Traversals and Parameterizable Filters

9.4. Programming the Robotic Co-Worker with SCROLL

Æ : N ! {>,?}:
1 f: Any => Boolean

B: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class From(val sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =
3 edges.slice(edges.indexWhere(sel), edges.size)
4 }

C: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class To(val sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =

edges.lastIndexWhere(sel) match {
3 case -1 => edges
4 case _ => edges.slice(0, edges.lastIndexWhere(sel) + 1)
5 }
6 }

D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class Through(sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] = edges.filter(sel)
3 }

6D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class Bypassing(sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] = edges.filterNot(sel)
3 }

≠ : P̂ (N ) ! P̂ (N ):
1 class DispatchQuery(from: From , to: To , through: Through , bypassing:

Bypassing ) {
2 def filter(anys: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =

from.andThen(to).andThen(through).andThen(bypassing)(anys.distinct)
3 }

Table 9.14.: Mapping from dispatch functions to the Scala implementation.

P̂ (N ) ! P̂ (N )  Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]

The user-defined selection function Æ 2£ is applied as:

Æ  Any => Boolean

At the end, the final query≠ is composed with:

≠(P̂ (N )) = ( 6D ±D ±C ±B) (P̂ (N ))

Here, Scala’s function composition with andThen is used:

≠(P̂ (N ))  from.andThen(to).andThen(through).andThen(bypassing)(E)
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Selection function ! ∈ assigning 
boolean values to a given node N

Chapter 9. The Metaobject Protocol of SCROLL

Core

RoleA
behavior()

RoleB
x = 3

behavior()

1 implicit val dispatchDescription =
2 // Filter selecting the source node:
3 From(_.isInstanceOf[Core ]).
4 // Filter selecting the sink nodes:
5 To(anything).
6 // Filter to specify which nodes to keep:
7 Through(anything).
8 // Filter to specify which nodes to skip:
9 Bypassing(_ match {

10 // So we are always skipping instances of RoleA
11 case RoleA() => true
12 // but keeping instances of RoleB if the condition holds
13 case RoleB(x) if x == 3 => false
14 })

Listing 9.3.: Example code for an explicit dispatch description.

Figure 9.3.: Another example for the need of customizable role dispatch.

Notation Meaning

Dispatch Queries

£ Set of selection functions
Æ : N ! {>,?} Selection function with Æ 2 £ assigning boolean values to a

given node N according to its evaluation during runtime
B: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ) Dispatch filter selecting the source node of the dispatch prob-

lem from set P̂ (N ), with regard to the evaluation of the selec-
tion function Æ 2£

C: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ) Dispatch filter selecting sink nodes (given from set P̂(N )) of
the dispatch problem, i.e., the potential receivers of messages,
with regard to the evaluation of the selection function Æ 2£

D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ) Dispatch filter to specify which nodes to keep in the given set
P̂(N ), with regard to the evaluation of the selection function
Æ 2£

6D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ) Dispatch filter to specify which nodes to remove from the given
set P̂(N ), with regard to the evaluation of the selection func-
tion Æ 2£

≠ : P̂ (N ) ! P̂ (N ) Composed dispatch query≠(P̂(N )) = ( 6D ±D ±C ±B) (P̂(N )),
i.e., applying the composition of all dispatch filters above to
the set of nodes P̂ (N )

Table 9.13.: Notation overview for dispatch queries.

programming utilizes parameterizable traversal specifications. This is directly transferred
to the dispatch concept of SCROLL: from (to identify source nodes), to (identifies target
nodes), through (identifies required intermediate nodes), and bypassing (identifies
intermediates to be skipped). A detailed overview is given in Table 9.13. The end-user
can now freely plug in its specific selection functions with the provided DispatchQuery
API (see Sect. 9.2.3).

The implementation in Scala is now simple (see Table 9.14). Classes for the afore-
mentioned selector functions (B as from, C as to, D as through, and 6D as bypassing)
are directly mapped to classes inheriting the generic Function interface from Scala,
incorporating the functional mapping:
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9.4. Programming the Robotic Co-Worker with SCROLL

Æ : N ! {>,?}:
1 f: Any => Boolean

B: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class From(val sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =
3 edges.slice(edges.indexWhere(sel), edges.size)
4 }

C: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class To(val sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =

edges.lastIndexWhere(sel) match {
3 case -1 => edges
4 case _ => edges.slice(0, edges.lastIndexWhere(sel) + 1)
5 }
6 }

D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class Through(sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] = edges.filter(sel)
3 }

6D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class Bypassing(sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] = edges.filterNot(sel)
3 }

≠ : P̂ (N ) ! P̂ (N ):
1 class DispatchQuery(from: From , to: To , through: Through , bypassing:

Bypassing ) {
2 def filter(anys: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =

from.andThen(to).andThen(through).andThen(bypassing)(anys.distinct)
3 }

Table 9.14.: Mapping from dispatch functions to the Scala implementation.

P̂ (N ) ! P̂ (N )  Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]

The user-defined selection function Æ 2£ is applied as:

Æ  Any => Boolean

At the end, the final query≠ is composed with:

≠(P̂ (N )) = ( 6D ±D ±C ±B) (P̂ (N ))

Here, Scala’s function composition with andThen is used:

≠(P̂ (N ))  from.andThen(to).andThen(through).andThen(bypassing)(E)
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Filter to specify which nodes
to keep , w.r.t. the selection
function ! ∈
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Filter to specify which nodes
to remove, w.r.t. the selection
function ! ∈

Composed dispatch query
(i.e., a dispatch description)
Ω ( $%(N)) = (⋭ ∘ ⊵ ∘ ⊲ ∘ ⊳)( $%(N))

9.4. Programming the Robotic Co-Worker with SCROLL

Æ : N ! {>,?}:
1 f: Any => Boolean

B: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class From(val sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =
3 edges.slice(edges.indexWhere(sel), edges.size)
4 }

C: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class To(val sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
2 override def apply(edges: Seq [Any ]): Seq [Any ] =

edges.lastIndexWhere(sel) match {
3 case -1 => edges
4 case _ => edges.slice(0, edges.lastIndexWhere(sel) + 1)
5 }
6 }

D: P̂ (N )££! P̂ (N ):
1 class Through(sel: Any => Boolean) extends (Seq[Any ] => Seq[Any ]) {
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from.andThen(to).andThen(through).andThen(bypassing)(anys.distinct)
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The user-defined selection function Æ 2£ is applied as:
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Graph Traversals and Parameterizable Filters
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Robot

name

Service

move()

Compartment

plays

Navigation
timeOfDay = morning

getTarget()

implicit val dispatchDescription =

// Filter selecting the starting node:
From( _.isInstanceOf[Robot] ).

// Filter selecting the end node:
To( anything ).

// Filter to specify which nodes to keep:
Through( anything ).

// Filter to specify which nodes to skip:
Bypassing( _ match {

// E.g., always skipping instances of Service:
case Service() => true
// but keeping instances of Navigation:
case Navigation(timeOfDay)

if timeOfDay == morning => false

})
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